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the reactor, chemical reactions in the gas phase and on the
substrate surface, and multicomponent diffusion processesA numerical model of a three-dimensional, horizontal channel,

chemical vapor deposition reactor is presented in order to study of precursor species in the gas phase due to temperature
gallium arsenide growth from trimethylgallium and arsine source and concentration gradients. As a result, most of the nu-
reactants. Fluid flow and temperature predictions inside the reactor merical models derived in the past have invoked simpli-are obtained using the vorticity-velocity form of the three-dimen-

fying assumptions, thereby focusing either on multidimen-sional, steady-state Navier–Stokes equations coupled with a de-
sional flow field and temperature predictions or ontailed energy balance equation inside the reactor and on its walls.

Detailed gas phase and surface chemistry mechanisms are used to chemistry aspects.
predict the chemical species profiles inside the reactor, the growth In the first approach, priority is given to understanding
rate distribution on the substrate, and the level of carbon incorpora- heat and mass transfer inside the CVD reactor while thetion into the grown layer. The species diffusion velocities are written

growth rate is estimated in some simple form, e.g., byusing the recent theory of iterative transport algorithms and account
assuming that the deposition process is diffusion limited.for both thermal diffusion and multicomponent diffusion processes.

The influence of susceptor temperature and inlet composition on With the significant increase in computer capabilities over
growth rate and carbon incorporation is found to agree well with the last decade, CVD flow models have expanded from
previous numerical and experimental work. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc. two-dimensional simulations [3–11] and parabolic three-

dimensional models [12, 13] to full three-dimensional cal-
culations [14–16]. A better understanding of mixed convec-1. INTRODUCTION
tion flows has emerged from these studies, including the
influence of various operating parameters on transverseChemical vapor deposition (CVD) has established itself
motion and return flows above the leading edge of theas an industrially important technique for manufacturing
susceptor. Furthermore, the pioneering work of Moffat andthin solid films to be used in optoelectronic devices and
Jensen [12, 13] has revealed the importance of temperaturehigh speed digital circuits. The success of this technique
boundary conditions in order to obtain accurate fluid flowprimarily stems from its flexibility, its relative simplicity,
and temperature predictions for several reactor configura-and the high compositional control it offers. A system
tions. As a result, most of the recently derived CVD numer-of particular interest is the growth of III–V compound
ical models have accounted for detailed energy balance atepitaxial layers from metalorganic and hydride compounds
the reactor walls, including internal radiation from the[1, 2]. Although CVD reactors are often used for commer-
susceptor, external radiation to the surrounding region,cial throughput, efficient equipment design, and device
heat conduction in the walls and from the hot gases insideproperty improvement still require further understanding
the reactor, and natural or forced heat transfer [9, 10].of the various physical and chemical processes involved.

While fluid flow phenomena and overall growth behaviorIn this context, the development of accurate numerical
provide useful insight into the origin of layer thicknessmodels is particularly attractive in order to study the influ-
variations, the incorporation of gas phase and surfaceence of various operating parameters on product quality.
chemical kinetics into the model is essential for a moreThe CVD process involves introducing metered amounts
detailed and complete understanding of the CVD process.of gaseous compounds into a reactor that contains a sub-
Numerical simulations with detailed chemical reactionstrate placed on a heated susceptor, as shown in Fig. 1. A

detailed picture of the chemical reactor must, therefore, schemes have first appeared for ideal flow geometries, in-
account for several important effects, including description cluding impinging jets, boundary layer two-dimensional

models, and rotating disks [17–20]. Fully elliptic simula-of the flow field and the temperature distribution inside
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2. DERIVATION OF THE PHYSICAL MODEL

2.1. Governing Equations

The governing equations for the CVD reactor model
express the conservation of total mass, momentum, en-
ergy, and gas phase species mass. The specification of
the governing equations is then completed with boundary
conditions accounting, in particular, for heat transfer at
the reactor walls and surface chemistry processes on the
substrate. Despite the high level of complexity of the
physical and chemical phenomena involved, some simpli-
fying assumptions can still be invoked in order to cast
the model in a more efficient form to be analyzed numeri-
cally.

First, the epitaxial layer growth rate is typically of the
order of a fraction of a micrometer per minute. As a conse-FIG. 1. Schematic of the three-dimensional CVD reactor with an
quence, the conservation equations are written in steady-elementary wall element illustrating the detailed heat transfer balance.
state form and the geometry of the reactor is kept constant
with time. Second, typical operating conditions for CVD
reactors lead to low speed, laminar flows and the kinetic

tions with detailed gas phase and one-step surface chemis- energy contribution in the energy equation can be ne-
try have been presented in two [21] and three dimensions glected. Finally, the heat release due to chemical reactions
[22]. Recent advances in the understanding of gas phase and the enthalpy flux are negligible in the energy balance
and especially surface kinetics of metalorganic CVD sys- [23]. As a result, the basic conservation equations for the
tems have significantly expanded modeling capabilities by CVD reactor may be written as
giving deeper insight into the growth process and the mech-
anism leading to carbon incorporation into the epitaxial

Total mass,layer [16, 23, 24].
The goal of the present work is now to derive a numerical

= ? (rv) 5 0; (1)model of a three-dimensional, horizontal channel, metalor-
ganic CVD reactor which predicts the flow patterns and
the temperature distribution inside the reactor and also Momentum,
accounts for detailed chemistry processes both in the gas
phase and on the surface. The present model incorporates

= ? (rv ^ v) 5 2= ? P 1 rg; (2)
for the first time a detailed and accurate model for multi-
component diffusion of precursor species in the gas phase.

Energy,Indeed, the species diffusion velocities due to concentra-
tion and temperature gradients are evaluated using the
recent theory of multicomponent transport algorithms [25]. = ? (rvh) 5 2= ? (l=T); (3)
The chemical process considered is the growth of gallium
arsenide (GaAs) using trimethyl-gallium (Ga(CH3)3) and Species mass,
arsine (AsH3) source compounds. The model predictions
are compared against previous numerical and experimental

= ? (rvYi) 5 2= ? (rYiVi) 1 Wigi , i 5 1, ..., n(g). (4)work. With the wide variety of reactor configurations re-
ported in the literature, the aim of the present model is
to reproduce trends in growth and carbon incorporation Here, = denotes the three-dimensional space derivative

operator, r the density, v the mass averaged flow velocity,predictions rather than fitting parameters to match a given
set of data. A sensitivity analysis is also included in order v ^ v the velocity tensor of rank two, P the pressure

tensor, and = ? P its divergence, g the gravitational accel-to emphasize the critical reaction steps in the surface chem-
istry mechanism. The paper is organized as follows. In the eration, h the specific enthalpy of the mixture, l the

thermal conductivity, T the temperature, Yi the massnext section we derive the physical model of the CVD
reactor. In Section 3, we next describe the numerical solu- fraction of the ith species, Vi its diffusion velocity, Wi

its molecular weight, gi its molar production rate, andtion method. Finally, numerical results are presented in
Section 4. n(g) the number of gas phase species. In addition, the
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pressure tensor P and the species diffusion velocities Vi differences, the most common way to overcome this diffi-
culty is to use a staggered grid arrangement. However,may be expressed as
staggered mesh schemes meet with difficulties when using
locally adapted grids, multigrid methods, or generalized

P 5 pI 2 Sk 2
2
3

hD (= ? v)I 2 h(=v 1 (=v)t), (5) curvilinear coordinates [27, 28]. The use of body-fitted
generalized curvilinear coordinates is particularly relevant
to CVD reactor modeling since reactors often have a com-

Vi 5 2On(g)

j51
Dij=Xj 2 ui= log T, i 5 1, ..., n(g), (6) plex geometry and may include a tilted susceptor in order

to achieve higher spatial uniformity of the epitaxial layer.
Although tilted susceptors are not considered in the pres-where p is the pressure, I the identity matrix, k the volume
ent model, we intend to include them in future work and,viscosity, h the shear viscosity, Dij , 1 # i, j # n(g), the
as such, we prefer not to use a staggered grid in this study.species diffusion coefficients, Xi the mole fraction of the

While the stream function-vorticity formulation is rela-ith species, and ui , 1 # i # n(g), the thermal diffusion
tively cumbersome in three dimensions, the Navier–Stokescoefficients. Finally, using the ideal gas law, the density is
equations can be conveniently written in vorticity-velocityexpressed as
form. This formulation uses the three-dimensional vorticity
vector z 5 (zi)i[[1,3] which is the curl of the velocity, i.e.,

r 5 pW/RT, (7)

z 5 = 3 v. (8)
where W 5 on(g)

i51 XiWi is the mean molecular weight of
the mixture and R is the gas constant. Various numerical simulations of low to moderate Reyn-

Under typical operating conditions, the reactants are olds number incompressible flows have been reported us-
diluted in a carrier gas. Therefore, we may assume that ing the vorticity-velocity formulation (see [29] for a re-
the physical properties of the gas mixture are independent view). This formulation is particularly suited to steady
of the variations in mixture composition due to chemical state, low speed, compressible flows [22, 30]. It has been
reactions. The density is formed using a mean molecular successfully applied to simulate mixed convection prob-
weight based on the carrier gas and arsine at inflow concen- lems in ducts and cavities [30, 31] and, more recently,
trations [5, 15]. Because of the large V/III element ratio to study multidimensional laminar flames with detailed
used in CVD reactors, the depletion of arsine through the chemistry [32]. Thus, CVD reactor models constitute an
reactor has a negligible effect on the density. On the other industrially important class of problems that can be effi-
hand, the shear viscosity, the thermal conductivity, and the ciently handled using this formulation. The main advantage
specific enthalpy can be taken to match those of the carrier of the vorticity-velocity formulation is that it casts the
gas. These quantities are recovered as a function of temper- governing equations in a fully elliptic form, thus yielding
ature from a thermodynamical data base [26]. With these a stable and cost-effective solution algorithm. In addition,
assumptions, a two-step procedure can be used to solve the governing equations can be discretized on a single grid.
the governing equations (1)–(4). Equations (1)–(3) form The derivation of the vorticity-velocity formulation for
the ‘‘flow problem’’ and are solved coupled together in a three-dimensional compressible flows is given in [22, 30]
first step. Their solution provides the fluid flow and temper- so that only the basic equations are restated here. The
ature distribution inside the CVD reactor. In a second vorticity transport equation is formed by taking the curl
step, the ‘‘chemistry problem’’ consisting of the n(g) species of the momentum conservation equation (2). After some
conservation equations (4) is solved using the velocity and algebra, we obtain
temperature profiles resulting from the flow problem. The
flow problem and the chemistry problem are discussed in
the following two sections. = 3 (z 3 (rv)) 1 =r 3 =

v2

2
5 =r 3 g 1 h =2 z

(9)
1 D(1)(h) 1 D(2)(h),2.2. The Vorticity-Velocity Formulation for the

Flow Problem
where the three-dimensional vectors D(1)(h) and D(2)(h)

The total mass and momentum conservation equations contain, respectively, all the first- and second-order deriva-
(1)–(2) are written in the previous section in primitive tives of the viscosity and are given by
variable form, i.e., in terms of the velocity vector v 5
(vi)i[[1,3] and the pressure p. The major numerical difficulty D(1)(h) 5 2=h 3 (= 3 z 2 2=(= ? v)) 1 =z ? =h,

(10)
associated with the primitive variable formulation is the
ability to obtain a smooth pressure field in a form consistent D(2)

i (h) 5 O
j,k,l[[1,3]

«ijk2
jlh(lvk 1 kvl), i[ [1, 3].

with the discrete continuity equation. When using finite
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Here, k denotes spatial differentiation in the kth spatial the present model, the conservation equations (4) are
solved for all the gas phase species except for the carriercoordinate and «ijk 5 1 if (ijk) is an even permutation of

(123), «ijk 5 21 if (ijk) is an odd permutation of (123), gas. The mass fraction of the carrier gas is recovered
from the mass conservation constraint on(g)

i51 Yi 5 1. Inand «ijk 5 0 otherwise. On the other hand, an elliptic,
Laplace type equation is derived for each of the three this paper we assume, without loss of generality, that

the carrier gas is ordered as the last species.velocity components by taking the curl of (8) and using
the continuity equation (1), yielding The specification of the species diffusion velocities (6)

requires the evaluation of various transport properties, i.e.,
the species diffusion coefficients and the thermal diffusion

=2 v 5 2= 3 z 2 = Sv ? =r

r
D . (11) coefficients. The transport properties are evaluated using

the recent theory of multicomponent transport algorithms
[25]. This theory provides accurate and computationally

The vorticity-velocity form of the flow problem thus effective approximations for all the transport coefficients
consists of Eqs. (3), (9), and (11). These equations form a of gas mixtures. For a detailed discussion of the cost-effec-
coupled system of partial differential equations for the tiveness of these algorithms in multicomponent flow simu-
dependent variables which are the velocity vector, the vor- lations, we refer to [34]. It is also worthwhile to note that
ticity vector, and the temperature. Note that the increase of in the framework of this theory, the species diffusion coef-
dependent variables with respect to the primitive variable ficients are symmetric, Dij 5 Dji for 1 # i, j # n(g), and
formulation is not critical for the present problem since they also yield a positive entropy production on the hyper-
the most demanding step for computer resources is the plane of zero-sum gradients. Furthermore, the diffusion
solution of the chemistry problem. On the other hand, the velocities automatically satisfy the mass conservation con-
continuity equation is obtained as a result of the computa- straint
tion, as discussed in [22].

To complete the specification of the governing equations
in vorticity-velocity form, boundary conditions must be On(g)

i51
YiVi 5 0. (12)

applied to all sides of the domain illustrated in Fig. 1. Since
the flow is symmetric in the y direction (the transverse

The explicit expression for the thermal diffusion coeffi-direction), the computational domain consists of only half
cients is lengthy and is omitted for brevity [25, 35]. On theof the reactor shown in Fig. 1. At the inflow plane, the
other hand, for compact notation, we introduce the fluxtemperature and the velocity profiles are specified and the
diffusion matrix D̃ 5 (D̃ij)1#i,j#n(g) with D̃ij 5 YiDij [36].vorticity is evaluated from its definition (8) using a second-
The flux diffusion matrix may then be written as [35]order scheme [32]. The velocity profile corresponds to a

fully developed flow in a rectangular duct as given in [33].
At the outflow boundary, all the normal derivatives of the D̃ 5 P DP, (13)
dependent variables are assumed to vanish, thus simulating
fully developed conditions. On solid walls, the velocity where P is the projector matrix given by Pij 5 dij 2 Yi ,
vector is set to zero and the vorticity is again recovered 1 # i, j # n(g), and dij is the Kronecker symbol. In addition,
from its definition (8) using a second-order scheme [32]. the matrix D may be expressed as
The susceptor temperature is held constant while on the
remaining walls the temperature is obtained through a

Dii 5
Wi

W
di(1 1 Yi), 1 # i # n(g),

(14)
detailed energy balance. The energy flux to a wall element
is composed of four contributions: radiant heat transfer
from the susceptor and to the surroundings, cooling by the

Dij 5
Wi

W
didj

Xi

Dij
, 1 # i, j # n(g), i ? j.

surrounding gas, heat conduction from the reactor gases,
and heat conduction inside the quartz wall [10]. The explicit
form of the temperature boundary condition is detailed in Here, the quantity di is given by
Appendix A.

2.3. Detailed Chemistry Model di 5 (1 2 Yi) 1O
n(g)

j51
j?i

Xj

Dij2
21

, 1 # i # n(g), (15)

The solution of the conservation equations (1)–(3) using
the vorticity-velocity formulation provides profiles for the
velocity vector v and the temperature T inside the reactor where Dij is the binary diffusion coefficient for species pair

(i, j). A simplification that is often invoked for the diffusionand on its boundaries. These profiles are subsequently used
to solve the species mass conservation equations (4). In matrix is the use of the dilution limit, i.e., the diffusion
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TABLE I

Gas Phase Reaction Mechanism

Reaction A b E

G1. Ga(CH3)3 s Ga(CH3)2 1 CH3 3.5E 1 15 0.0 59500.
G2. Ga(CH3)2 s GaCH3 1 CH3 8.7E 1 07 0.0 35400.
G3. Ga(CH3)3 1 H s Ga(CH3)2 1 CH4 5.0E 1 13 0.0 10000.
G4. Ga(CH3)2 1 H s GaCH3 1 CH4 5.0E 1 13 0.0 10000.
G5. Ga(CH3)3 1 CH3 s Ga(CH3)2CH2 1 CH4 2.0E 1 11 0.0 10000.
G6. Ga(CH3)2CH 1 H s Ga(CH3)3 1.0E 1 14 0.0 0.
G7. Ga(CH3)2 1 CH3 s Ga(CH3)CH2 1 CH4 2.0E 1 11 0.0 10000.
G8. Ga(CH3)CH2 1 H s Ga(CH3)2 1.0E 1 14 0.0 0.
G9. Ga(CH3) 1 CH3 s Ga(CH2) 1 CH4 2.0E 1 11 0.0 10000.
G10. Ga(CH2) 1 H s Ga(CH3) 1.0E 1 14 0.0 0.
G11. Ga(CH3)2CH2 s Ga(CH3)CH2 1 CH3 3.5E 1 15 0.0 59500.
G12. Ga(CH3)CH2 s GaCH2 1 CH3 8.7E 1 07 0.0 35400.
G13. H 1 H 1 M s H2 1 M 1.0E 1 16 0.0 0.
G14. CH3 1 H 1 M s CH4 1 M 2.4E 1 22 21.0 0.
G15. CH3 1 H2 s CH4 1 H 2.9E 1 12 3.1 8710.
G16. CH3 1 CH3 s C2H6 2.0E 1 13 0.0 0.
G17. CH3 1 AsH3 s AsH2 1 CH4 3.9E 1 10 0.0 1650.

Note. Rate coefficients: k 5 AT b exp(2E/RT) (gas phase reaction rates are in [mol/s/cm3], E is in [cal/mol]).

matrix is replaced by the limit obtained when the species tions can be omitted from the kinetic mechanism without
any significant change in the predicted growth rates. Re-mass fractions are set to zero except that of the carrier

gas which is set to one. The diffusion velocities are then combination reactions of methyl and hydrogen radicals
(reactions G13–G16) have been discussed extensively ingiven by
combustion studies. Methyl radicals can also react with
arsine leading to the formation of methane (reaction G17).

YiVi 5 2
Wi

Wn(g)
Din(g) =Xi , i ? n(g),

(16)
Note that species AsH and As2 are not present in any gas
phase chemical reaction. As discussed later, these species
are released at the substrate surface due to surface chemis-Yn(g)Vn(g) 5 2 O

i?n(g)

YiVi .
try processes and are subsequently diffused and convected
in the gas phase.

The gas phase molar production rate of the ith speciesIn the dilution limit, diagonal diffusion processes are thus
is given byobtained for the species in trace amounts and the diffusion

velocity of the carrier gas simply ensures the mass conser-
vation constraint (12). We will see in Section 4.2 that the

gi 5 Om(g)

j51
(n 0ij 2 n9ij) Sk9j (T) p

n(g)

k 5 1

[Xk]n9kj 2 k0j (T) p
n(g)

k51

[Xk]n 0kjD, (17)dilution limit is not accurate.
In the present model we consider a total of n(g) 5 15

gas phase species, which are the gallium containing species where m(g) 5 17 is the number of gas phase reactions and
Ga(CH3)x (x 5 1, 2, 3) and Ga(CH3)xCH2 (x 5 0, 1, 2), where n9ij and n 0ij are, respectively, the forward and reverse
the arsenic containing species AsH3 , AsH2 , AsH, and As2 , stoichiometric coefficients of the ith species in the jth reac-
and the carbon and hydrogen compounds CH3 , CH4 , C2H6 , tion. In addition, Xk denotes the symbol of the kth gas
H, and H2 . These species participate in the chemical reac- phase species with concentration [Xk] 5 Xk(p/RT) 5 Yk(r/
tions presented in Table I [23]. Reactions G1–G2 corre- Wk). The temperature dependent forward rate constant
spond to the pyrolytic decomposition of trimethyl-gallium k9j (T) is modeled using a modified empirical Arrhenius ex-
leading to the formation of dimethyl- and monomethyl- pression
gallium. Demethylation of trimethyl- and dimethyl-gallium
also occurs when atomic hydrogen abstracts a methyl radi-
cal leading to the formation of methane (reactions G3– k9j (T) 5 AjT bj exp S2Ej

RTD , j 5 1, ..., m(g). (18)
G4). Reactions G5–G12 involve gallium-carbene species
which are needed in the model in order to predict carbon
incorporation levels in the epitaxial layer [23]. These reac- The preexponential factor Aj , the temperature exponent
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bj , and the activation energy Ej are given in Table I. On where N is the Avogadro constant. We denote by SG

and SA a free gallium or arsenic site, respectively. Thethe other hand, the reverse rate constant is given by the
forward rate constant divided by the equilibrium constant, site fraction of free gallium or arsenic sites, sG and sA ,

is then recovered from the overall site balance equationsthe latter being obtained from thermodynamic data [26].
The specification of boundary conditions at the substrate

involves a detailed surface chemistry mechanism. More
sG 5 1 2 (sH(G) 1 sCH(G)

3
1 sGaCH(G)

3
),

(22)specifically, mass balance of gas phase species at the sub-
strate surface yields sA 5 1 2 (sH(A) 1 sCH(A)

3
1 sAsH(A) 1 sAs(A)

2
).

rYi(vw 1 Vi) ? n 5 WiVi , i 5 1, ..., n(g), (19)
The surface mechanism presented in Table II [23] con-

where vw is the mass averaged flow velocity at the surface, sists of m(s) 5 30 elementary irreversible reactions, which
n the normal to the surface pointing towards the gas phase, can be divided into four different types: adsorption, ab-
and Vi the surface molar production rate of the ith species. straction, surface recombination, and desorption. Adsorp-
The velocity vw is recovered from the sum of the n(g) equa- tion reactions are described in the first part of Table II
tions (19) which yields (reactions S1–S13). In this case, a gas phase species collides

with one or two adjacent free sites, leading to the formation
of an adsorbed species and, in the case of dissociative

rvw ? n 5 On(g)

i51
WiVi . (20)

adsorption, to the release of some gas phase species as
well. Adsorption reactions take the form

For the present operating conditions, the velocity vw is
of the order of one to two millimeters per second. Our

Xi 1 free site(s) u products, (23)
numerical experiments show that this velocity can be ne-
glected in the boundary conditions for the flow problem

where Xi is the chemical symbol of the ith gas phasewithout significant changes in the numerical solution.
species. The rate of progress for adsorption reactions isThe surface chemistry mechanism used in this work [23]
estimated using the kinetic theory collision rate modifiedhas been derived for a (110) surface orientation. This
by a coverage dependent sticking coefficient, i.e.,means that there is an equal number of gallium and arsenic

atoms at the surface whose total concentration is S0 5
4.425 3 1014 atm/cm2. Other crystallographic orientations

qads 5
p

Ï2fWiRT
Xis(s). (24)can be easily included in the numerical model by changing

some surface reactions, as discussed in [23]. Apart from
growth rate predictions, an important aspect in metalor-

Here, s(s) is the coverage dependent sticking coefficientganic CVD which is also addressed in the present model
given byis the incorporation of undesired carbon atoms into the

grown layer.
The chemical species are divided into four different s(s) 5 g(s) exp(2E/RT), (25)

phases. We consider n(g) 5 15 gas phase species, n(s) 5 7
surface species split into two different phases depending

where g(s) is the fraction of free sites available for adsorp-on whether the surface species occupies a gallium or an
tion and E is the activation energy given in Table II. Notearsenic site, and, finally, n(b) 5 2 bulk species. The gallium
that in the present model we have E 5 0 for all adsorptionsites can be occupied by the n(G) 5 3 surface species H(G),
reactions; i.e., we have assumed the unit sticking coefficientCH(G)

3 , GaCH(G)
3 , whereas the arsenic sites can be occupied

at zero coverage. The form of function g(s) depends onby the n(A) 5 4 surface species H(A), CH(A)
3 , AsH(A), As(A).

the type and number of free sites involved. For singleOn the other hand, the bulk species are GaAs(b) and
site adsorption, we have either g(s) 5 sG or g(s) 5 sA ,GaC(b), the latter being responsible for carbon incorpora-
depending on the site type involved, and for two-site ad-tion into the epitaxial layer.
sorption, we have g(s) 5 sGsA .The concentration of the n(s) adsorbed species on the

Abstraction reactions (S14–S17 and S24) occur when asurface is conveniently described using site fractions si , gas phase species reacts with a surface species, leading to1 # i # n(s). The concentration (in mol/cm2) of a surface
the release of some gas phase species. Abstraction reac-species Si is then given by
tions take the form

[Si ] 5
S0

N
si , (21)

Xi 1 Sj u products, (26)
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TABLE II

Surface Reaction Mechanism

Reaction A E

S1. H 1 SG u H(G) — 0.
S2. H 1 SA u H(A) — 0.
S3. CH3 1 SG u CH(G)

3 — 0.
S4. CH3 1 SA u CH(A)

3 — 0.
S5. GaCH3 1 SG u GaCH(G)

3 — 0.
S6. Ga(CH3)2 1 SG u GaCH(G)

3 1 CH3 — 0.
S7. Ga(CH3)3 1 SG u GaCH(G)

3 1 2CH3 — 0.
S8. GaCH2 1 SG 1 SA u GaC(b) 1 H2 — 0.
S9. Ga(CH3)CH2 1 SG 1 SA u GaC(b) 1 CH3 1 H2 — 0.
S10. Ga(CH3)2CH2 1 SG 1 SA u GaC(b) 1 2CH3 1 H2 — 0.
S11. AsH 1 SA u AsH(A) — 0.
S12. AsH2 1 SA u AsH(A) 1 H — 0.
S13. AsH3 1 SA u AsH(A) 1 H2 — 0.
S14. CH3 1 H(G) u CH4 1 SG — 0.
S15. CH3 1 H(A) u CH4 1 SA — 0.
S16. H 1 CH(G)

3 u CH4 1 SG — 0.
S17. H 1 CH(A)

3 u CH4 1 SA — 0.
S18. H(G) 1 CH(A)

3 u CH4 1 SG 1 SA 1.0E 1 17 10000.
S19. H(A) 1 CH(G)

3 u CH4 1 SG 1 SA 1.0E 1 17 10000.
S20. H(G) 1 H(A) u H2 1 SG 1 SA 1.2E 1 17 20000.
S21. CH(G)

3 1 CH(A)
3 u C2H6 1 SG 1 SA 1.0E 1 17 20000.

S22. GaCH(G)
3 1 AsH(A) u GaAs(b) 1 CH4 1 SG 1 SA 5.0E 1 18 29300.

S23. AsH(A) 1 AsH(A) u As2 1 H2 1 2SA 1.0E 1 17 35000.
S24. CH3 1 AsH(A) u As(A) 1 CH4 — 20000.
S25. As(A) 1 As(A) u As2 1 2SA 1.0E 1 18 30000.
S26. GaCH(G)

3 1 As(A) u GaAs(b) 1 CH3 1 SG 1 SA 5.0E 1 18 20000.
S27. CH(G)

3 u CH3 1 SG 1.0E 1 12 20000.
S28. CH(A)

3 u CH3 1 SA 1.0E 1 12 20000.
S29. GaCH(G)

3 u GaCH3 1 SG 1.0E 1 14 40000.
S30. AsH(A) u AsH 1 SA 1.0E 1 14 40000.

Note. Rate coefficients: k 5 A exp(2E/RT). (surface reaction rates are in [mol/s/cm2], E is in [cal/mol]).

where Sj denotes the symbol of the jth surface species. where the preexponential factor A and the activation en-
ergy for recombination E are given in Table II.The corresponding rate of progress is written as

Finally, desorption of surface species (reactions S27–
S30) occurs via the reaction

qabs 5
p

Ï2fWiRT
exp(2E/RT)Xisj , (27)

Si u gas phase species 1 free site, (30)
where the activation energy for abstraction, E, is again

and the corresponding rate of progress is given bytabulated in Table II.
Surface species adsorbed on neighboring sites partici-

qdes 5 A exp(2E/RT)[Si]. (31)pate in bimolecular recombination reactions, leading to
the removal of surface species and the formation of gas

Using the above equations for the various rates of prog-phase and possibly bulk species (reactions S18–S21, S23,
ress of the surface reactions, the surface production rateand S25). Recombination reactions take the form
of any chemical species in any phase is given by

Si 1 Sj u products, (28)

Vi(X, s) 5 Om(s)

j51
n(s)

ij qj(X, s), (32)
for which the rate of progress is written as

qrec 5 A exp(2E/RT)[Si][Sj], (29) where n(s)
ij is the stoichiometric coefficient of the ith chemi-
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cal species in the jth surface reaction. In addition, X 5 where the superscript r 5 F, C refers to either the flow or
the chemistry problem. Here, F (r) denotes the residuals of(Xi)i[[1,n(g)] denotes the mole fraction vector of the gas

phase species and s 5 (si)i[[1,n(s)] denotes the site fraction the discrete governing equations and boundary conditions,
and U(r) denotes the discrete solution vector. Highly opti-vector. For later use and with obvious notation, the surface

production rates are split into gas phase, surface, and bulk mized FORTRAN libraries are used to evaluate the gas
phase production rates [37] and the multicomponent trans-species surface production rates in the form
port coefficients [34]. The site fractions of the surface spe-

V 5 (g(g), V(s), V(b)), (33) cies are recovered from (34) using a standard Newton’s
method at each grid node over the substrate. Two to four

where the vector V(g) has n(g) 5 15 components, V(s) has iterations are typically required to achieve convergence to
n(s) 5 7 components, and V(b) has n(b) 5 2 components. machine zero. The site fractions are subsequently used to

In order to compute V(g) for the gas phase species, we form the boundary condition (19) for the gas phase species.
need first to evaluate the site fraction vector s. This is The residual equations (37) are solved over the three-
done by expressing mass conservation for the adsorbed dimensional CVD reactor using a modified damped New-
species at the surface. Upon neglecting diffusion of ad- ton’s method [38]
sorbed species along the surface, we may write

J(r)(U(r),n11 2 U(r),n) 5 2lnF (r)(U(r),n), (38)V(s)(X, s) 5 0. (34)

where J(r) is an approximation to the Jacobian matrix F (r)/Mass conservation of surface species thus yields a system
U(r) at U(r),n and ln is the nth damping parameter. Theof n(s) nonlinear equations which provides the site fractions
structure of the Jacobian matrix and its evaluation areas an implicit function of the gas phase mole fractions. As
discused in the next two sections. Convergence of the outera result, Eqs. (19) and (34) completely specify the boundary
Newton iteration is achieved when the scaled norm of theconditions for the gas phase species.
update vector U(r),n11 2 U(r),n is reduced below a givenFinally, the growth rate of the gallium arsenide layer [in
tolerance, ranging from 1025 (flow problem) to 1029 (chem-cm/s] is given by
istry problem).

G 5 kGaAsVGaAs(b), (35) At each Newton step, an approximate solution to the
linear system (38) is obtained with a Gauss–Seidel precon-

where kGaAs 5 27.19 cm3/mol is the molecular volume of ditioned Krylov-type iterative procedure, such as Bi-
gallium arsenide. On the other hand, the level of carbon CGSTAB or GMRES. These linear system solvers have
incorporation [in atom/cm3] is indeed met with significant success in numerical simula-

tions of multidimensional combustion flows with detailed
chemistry [32]. The Gauss–Seidel preconditioner is imple-C 5

N

G
VGaC(b) . (36)

mented in block form. It consists of a block tridiagonal
solver for each vertical mesh row connecting the bottom

Note that VGaC(b) is several orders of magnitude smaller and top boundaries (x direction) and a lower triangular
than VGaAs(b) so that it can be neglected in (35) when evalu- sweep along the y and z directions (see Fig. 1). The effec-
ating the growth rate of the epitaxial layer. tiveness of this preconditioner relies upon the fact that,

under typical operating conditions, minor transverse flow
3. SOLUTION ALGORITHM motion is obtained along the y direction while the predomi-

nant flow direction follows the z direction.3.1. Newton’s Method and Adaptive Gridding Procedure
Finally, the numerical solution exhibits steep fronts

The governing equations and boundary conditions de- where many components can undergo sharp variations.
scribed in Section 2 are discretized on a three-dimensional, This is especially the case at the leading and trailing edges
tensor-product grid using a finite difference procedure. of the susceptor. As a consequence, an adaptive gridding
Centered differences are used except for the convective procedure is used in order to cluster grid nodes in regions
terms in the energy and species conservation equations of high physical activity. The present approach equidistri-
which are discretized using a first-order, monotonicity pre- butes weight functions of the local gradient and curvature
serving upwind scheme. For more details, we refer to [32]. of the numerical solution [39]. Converged numerical solu-

For both the flow and the chemistry problems, the finite tions are obtained on a sequence of coarse to finest grids,
difference procedure yields a system of coupled nonlin- until the solution profiles are adequately resolved. The
ear equations finest grid contains 58 3 12 3 101 nodes and the resulting

Jacobian requires one gigabyte of computer memory. The
grid in the transverse direction has been kept somewhatF (r)(U(r)) 5 0, (37)
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coarse since only minor variations in the solution were system (38). With this approach, only a slight degradation
in the convergence rate of Newton’s method is obtained,observed transversally. For the two other directions, subse-

quent grid refinement has shown the grid independency while the storage requirements are divided by a factor of
almost three.of the solution.

For the flow problem, the Jacobian is always evaluated
numerically. For the chemistry problem, however, it is3.2. Structure of Jacobian Matrices
critical that the approximate Jacobian matrix has as much

The approximate Jacobian matrix plays a critical role information as possible regarding the surface chemistry
in the numerical solution algorithm. Indeed, its accuracy processes. In this case, we use the following hybrid ap-
determines the amount of information that is brought proach. The matrix J(C) is split into
back to the Newton iteration through the update vector
U(r),n11 2 U(r),n and thus drives the convergence rate of J(C) 5 J(C,surf) 1 I(C), (41)
the solution method.

In order to reduce the CPU time, the Jacobian matrix
where J(C,surf) denotes the part of J(C) associated with theis evaluated numerically rather than analytically whenever
surface chemistry processes. In the present solution algo-possible. The numerical evaluation of the Jacobian matrix
rithm, the matrix I(C) is still evaluated numerically, butis performed by splitting the mesh into independent
the matrix J(C,surf) is evaluated analytically, as discussed ingroups. All the nodes pertaining to the same group can be
the next section.perturbed simultaneously. If no second-order, cross deriva-

tives are present in the governing equations, the Jacobian
3.3. Analytical Treatment of the Surface Chemistryhas seven block-diagonals and the mesh nodes (i, j, k) can

be split into seven independent groups according to the The analytical Jacobian procedure requires the evalua-
value of the parameter tion of the matrix dV(g)/dX with n(g) rows and columns.

We restate that X denotes the vector of size n(g) formed
a 5 i 1 2j 1 3k mod 7. (39) by the gas phase species mole fractions and that V(g) de-

notes the vector of size n(g) formed by the gas phase species
surface production rates. We also restate that we haveOtherwise, the Jacobian contains 19 block-diagonals and

the mesh nodes are then split into 27 independent groups
according to the value of the parameter V(g) 5 V(g)(X, s(X)), (42)

b 5 i 1 3j 1 9k mod 27. (40) where the site fractions are defined implicitly as func-
tions of the mole fractions through the relations V(s)(X,
s(X)) 5 0. Differentiation of (42) yieldsFor the flow problem, (39) can be used when the vorticity

components are perturbed, while (40) must be used when
perturbing either the velocity components or the tempera- dV(g)

dX
5

V(g)

X
1

V(g)

s

ds

dX
. (43)ture. For the chemistry problem, (39) is always used.

Another important aspect of the numerical evaluation
of the Jacobian matrix is that most model parameters need

Both the n(g) 3 n(g) matrix (V(g)/X) and the n(g) 3 n(s)only to be reevaluated at the perturbed nodes. The present
matrix (V(g)/s) can be evaluated analytically using theapproach follows the ideas discussed in [40]. For the flow
expressions for the surface reaction rates of progress de-problem, the heat transfer parameters needed for the tem-
scribed in Section 2.3. On the other hand, the n(s) 3 n(g)perature boundary conditions are only reevaluated at the
matrix (ds/dX) is obtained by differentiating (34) withperturbed nodes and only if the temperature is being per-
respect to X, yieldingturbed. For the chemistry problem, the transport coeffi-

cients and the gas phase production rates are only evalu-
ated at the perturbed nodes. This approach reduces ds

dX
5 2SV(s)

s
D21 V(s)

X
, (44)considerably the CPU time required to form a Jacobian.

For the flow problem, an additional simplification is used
which reduces considerably the memory requirements (see
[30] for more details). Although a 27-point stencil is used and the right member can be again evaluated analytically

from Section 2.3. Finally, since the dependent unknownsto form the approximate Jacobian matrix, only the seven
block-diagonals corresponding to the nearest neighbor are the species mass fractions Y1 , ..., Yn(g)21 (recall that the

carrier gas mass fraction is recovered from on(g)

i51 Yi 5 1)coupling in the stencil are retained when solving the linear
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instead of the species mole fractions, we also need to form dimensional case, the Jacobian matrix is block tridiagonal
and the linear system (47) can be solved with a directthe quantities
method in an efficient form [41]. In this case, the ‘‘differen-
tial’’ approach (46)–(48) is thus preferable to evaluate theXi

Yj
5

W
Wj
Sdij 2 Xi S1 2

Wj

Wn(g)
DD ,

(45)
sensitivities. In the multidimensional case, solving the lin-
ear system (47) with an iterative method might not yield

1 # i # n(g), 1 # j # n(g) 2 1. accurate enough first-order sensitivities while using a direct
solver might require extremely large computer resources.

3.4. Sensitivity Analysis In this case, the ‘‘perturbation’’ approach is retained in
order to form the sensitivities.The use of Newton’s method for the numerical solution

of the governing equations provides a very efficient and
4. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONelegant means to perform sensitivity analysis [41]. Sensitiv-

ity analysis is, in turn, an important numerical tool for In this section we use the physical models and the solu-
probing the influence of physical parameters on model tion algorithm described in the previous sections in order
predictions and may thus provide useful information for to study numerically a typical metalorganic CVD reactor.
further model developments and experimental design. At The numerical results have been obtained on an IBM RS
the most basic level, first-order sensitivity coefficients are 6000 (model 590) computer. The computations required
partial derivatives of the numerical solution with respect up to one gigabyte of computer memory and took 1–10 h
to some parameter. The nonlinear equations (37) are re- of CPU time. Five to ten Newton iterations were generally
written in the form required with near optimal convergence rates.

We consider a three-dimensional, horizontal channel re-
F(U; a) 5 0, (46) actor as illustrated in Fig. 1. The reactor is 10 cm long, 3

cm high, and 7.2 cm wide and is operated at atmospheric
where we have omitted the superscript r and where a 5 pressure. The substrate is 1 cm long with its leading edge
(ai)1#i#M denotes the parameter vector. Differentiation of located 4 cm downstream from the inflow boundary. The
(46) yields substrate is set on a susceptor at temperature 948 K which

extends up to the outflow boundary of the reactor. A mix-
ture of trimethyl-gallium (in short, TMG) and arsine di-J

U
ak

5 2
F
ak

, k 5 1, ..., M, (47)
luted in hydrogen is fed to the reactor with a volumetric
flow rate of 5 l/min at standard conditions (in short, SLM).
The inlet partial pressure of TMG and arsine is pTMG 5where J is the Jacobian matrix. The first-order sensitivities

U/ak are formed only when a converged numerical solu- 1.8 3 1024 atm and pAsH3
5 3.3 3 1023 atm. These operating

conditions were chosen to match the ones used in previoustion has been obtained on the finest grid. In practice, the
last numerical Jacobian evaluated in Newton’s method is experimental work [42]. They define the base case for the

present work.used in (47). For a perturbation analysis resulting from the
use of an approximate Jacobian matrix, we refer to [41].

4.1. Flow Field and Temperature DistributionIn this work, we are interested in predicting the effects
of the variation of the parameter vector a on the surface The temperature distribution inside the three-dimen-
production rates of the bulk species V(b). This leads to the sional CVD reactor is illustrated in Fig. 2. A linear temper-
following derived sensitivity coefficients ature variation along the vertical direction is established

at about 3 cm downstream from the leading edge of the
susceptor. One can also see from Fig. 2 that the tempera-d

dak
V(b)(X, s ; a) 5

V(b)

X
X
ak

1
V(b)

s

s

ak
1

V(b)

ak
. (48)

ture at the top wall is higher near the symmetry plane than
near the side walls due to the increased effectiveness of
radiation heat transfer from the susceptor in this area.The quantity X/ak is recovered from the first-order sensi-

tivity coefficients. The quantity s/ak is evaluated by dif- Under the present operating conditions, mixed convec-
tion flow patterns arise inside the CVD reactor. The mainferentiating the relation V(s)(X, s ; a) 5 0. Finally, the

quantity V(b)/ak is usually zero, unless V(b) explicitly flow motion corresponds to a fully developed flow along
the reactor (the z direction in Fig. 1) which is accelerateddepends on ak .

Another approach in sensitivity analysis consists in first due to the temperature increase in the region above the
susceptor. The three-dimensional structure of the flow fieldperturbing the parameters, then obtaining a new converged

solution, and finally forming the appropriate divided differ- can be analyzed in terms of return flows and longitudinal
rolls. Return flows form in a transition zone separating anence quotients to evaluate the sensitivities. In the one-
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FIG. 2. Isotherms inside the three-dimensional CVD reactor. Susceptor temperature: 948 K; inlet flow rate: 5 SLM; partial pressure of TMG:
1.8 3 1024 atm; partial pressure of arsine: 3.3 3 1023 atm; total pressure: 1 atm.

FIG. 10. Isopleths for Ga(CH3)2CH2 mole fraction at the reactor symmetry plane. Growth conditions as in Fig. 2.
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conditions specifying for instance the pressure drop can
also be used, but their study is beyond the scope of this
paper.

Further insight into the flow field and temperature distri-
bution at the symmetry plane is given in Fig. 4. Due to
the relatively low flow rate (5 SLM), heat conduction is
sufficiently fast with respect to convection. As a result, the
low temperature core convected by the main flow motion
penetrates only moderately inside the region above the
hot susceptor. On the other hand, the return flow is clearly
illustrated by the velocity profiles. Figure 5 next shows the
influence of susceptor temperature on the return cell. For
high susceptor temperatures (1198 K), the return cell is
confined to a small region which only extends for about 1

FIG. 3. Streamlines inside the three-dimensional CVD reactor illus- cm above the susceptor. For low susceptor temperatures
trating the return flow and the longitudinal roll. Growth conditions as (698 K), the return cell extends much further downstream
in Fig. 2. (up to 3.5 cm from the leading edge of the susceptor). The

influence of the flow rate on the temperature distribution
is illustrated in Fig. 6. At low flow rates (2 SLM), heat
conduction inside the reactor dominates over convectiveisothermal entrance region from a differentially heated

zone. They arise typically above the leading edge of the processes and the 700 K isotherm reaches the top wall.
At high flow rates (8 SLM), convection becomes moresusceptor near the top wall and consist in rolls spinning

around an axis parallel to the transverse direction (the y important and two thermal boundary layers develop, one
from the susceptor and one from the slowly heating topdirection in Fig. 1). The onset of return flows in CVD

reactors can be analyzed with two-dimensional models and wall. The merging of these two layers gives rise to the so-
called ‘‘cold finger’’ phenomenon [10]. Due to thermalhas been the subject of extensive research [8, 43]. Return

flows generally have a minor impact on the spatial varia- diffusion processes, the cold finger contains heavy source
reactants which are thus convected further downstream.tions of the growth rate, but may increase the residence

time of growth precursors and dopants, thus yielding The availability of these fresh precursors near the trailing
broader heterojunctions [10]. In addition, the presence of
return flows prevents the use of simplifying numerical tech-
niques such as parabolic marching procedures along the
reactor. On the other hand, longitudinal rolls can only be
predicted using three-dimensional models. They corre-
spond to flow motion spinning around an axis parallel to
the main flow direction (the z direction in Fig. 1). Longitu-
dinal rolls may affect transverse film thickness uniformity
[13, 14].

For the present reactor configurations, return flows and
longitudinal rolls are predicted by the numerical model.
Streamlines inside the CVD reactor are presented in Fig.
3. They clearly show the presence of a return flow above the
leading edge of the susceptor. The return flow is coupled to
two symmetric longitudinal rolls (only one appears in Fig.
3). Due to the longitudinal roll, precursor species formed
near the symmetry plane of the reactor are brought toward
the side walls of the reactor. This process reduces the
transverse non-uniformity of the film thickness distribu-
tion. Note that the inlet velocity boundary condition pre-
vents the return flow from exiting at the inlet (see Figs.
3–5). This may result in a physically unrealistic velocity
profile near the inlet. The present inlet velocity boundary
condition has been chosen for the sake of simplicity and FIG. 4. Isotherms and velocity profiles at the symmetry plane. Growth

conditions as in Fig. 2.demonstration purposes. More sophisticated boundary
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FIG. 5. Velocity profiles at the symmetry plane for two different
susceptor temperatures; 698 K (lower figure) and 1198 K (upper figure).
Other growth conditions as in Fig. 2.

edge of the substrate may enhance longitudinal film thick-
FIG. 7. Growth rate (em/min) and carbon incorporation levelsness uniformity.

(atom/cm3) on the substrate. Growth conditions as in Fig. 2.
4.2. Detailed Chemistry Results

The transverse and longitudinal variation of the growth
rate and of the carbon incorporation level are illustrated in Fig. 7 for the present operating conditions. Both quantities

decrease away from the symmetry plane and are locally
maximal at the leading and trailing edges of the substrate.
Note that carbon levels are actually higher at the trailing
edge of the substrate than at its leading edge. This result
is due to the fact that gallium-carbene species are primarily
formed in the downstream region of the CVD reactor. This
point will be further illustrated in Fig. 10.

Further insight into the three-dimensional, gas phase
chemical processes is given in Figs. 8 and 9, where the
spatial variation of several species mole fractions is pre-
sented at the bottom plane of the reactor. Figure 8 first
shows the depletion of trimethyl-gallium above the sub-
strate where it reaches a minimum mole fraction of
XTMG 5 4.8 3 1028. Monomethyl-gallium and methane are
primarily produced above the substrate, the former from
the pyrolytic decomposition of TMG and the latter mainly
from surface processes. On the other hand, ethane is pri-
marily produced by gas phase reactions through the recom-
bination of methyl radicals. Figure 9 focuses on the four
arsenic containing species considered in the model. Arsine
is depleted above the substrate where its minimum mole
fraction is XAsH3

5 1.6 3 1025. Species AsH2 is producedFIG. 6. Isotherms at the symmetry plane for two different inlet flow
by gas phase reactions in a region located downstreamrates; 2 SLM (upper figure) and 8 SLM (lower figure). Other growth

conditions as in Fig. 2. from the substrate. In addition, AsH and As2 are released
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FIG. 8. Surface contours for Ga(CH3)3 , Ga(CH3), CH4 , and C2H6 mole fraction at the reactor bottom plane. Growth conditions as in Fig. 2.

FIG. 9. Surface contours for AsH3 , AsH2 , AsH, and As2 mole fraction at the reactor bottom plane. Growth conditions as in Fig. 2.
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FIG. 11. Comparison of numerical and experimental [42] growth rate predictions for various susceptor temperatures and for various TMG
partial pressures. Other growth conditions as in Fig. 2.

into the gas phase due to surface processes and are then can no longer supply growth precursors, thus leading to a
sharp decrease of the growth rate. On the other hand, Fig.diffused and convected downstream. Figure 10 next pre-

sents isopleths for the mole fraction of Ga(CH3)2CH2 at the 11 shows an almost linear dependence of the growth rate
on pTMG for a susceptor temperature of 948 K. This is tosymmetry plane. This species has the largest concentration

among the gallium-carbene species considered in this be expected since for this temperature the growth rate is
limited by the diffusion of the less abundant species (TMG)model. It is formed through gas phase chemical reactions,

primarily in a region downstream from the depletion zone. to the depletion surface.
Predicted carbon incorporation levels as a function ofDue to diffusion processes, however, this species is also

present near the trailing edge of the substrate. This phe- temperature and V/III element ratio are presented in Fig.
12. The numerical results reproduce the trends reportednomenon leads to larger carbon incorporation levels in

this area, as already illustrated in Fig. 7. in [23] for a different reactor configuration. Both models
predict an increased level of carbon incorporation withPredicted growth rates of GaAs at different susceptor

temperatures and for different inlet TMG partial pressures higher susceptor temperatures as a result of enhanced pro-
duction of methyl radicals which can attack unreactedare next presented in Fig. 11. In this figure, the experimen-

tal results of [42] are also plotted. At low temperatures, TMG to form Ga(CH3)2CH2 (see reaction G5 in Table I).
In addition, decreasing the partial pressure of TMG leadsthe growth process is controlled by the kinetics of the

surface reactions and is rather slow. In the mid temperature to lower amounts of carbon being incorporated. This latter
result was also observed experimentally by using photolu-range, the process becomes mass diffusion limited and is

fairly insensitive to the susceptor temperature. At high minescence [44].
In order to further illustrate the surface mechanism, wetemperatures, desorption reactions become dominant and

transport processes of precursor species from the gas phase present in Fig. 13 the surface species site fractions along
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FIG. 12. Predicted carbon incorporation levels as a function of susceptor temperature and V/III element ratio. Other growth conditions as in
Fig. 2.

the substrate for various susceptor temperatures. For sim- strate at the symmetry plane for three different susceptor
temperatures. The growth rate is normalized by its valueplicity, the value of the site fractions at the leading edge

of the substrate is used. Both gallium and arsenic sites are at the leading edge of the substrate. At low and high tem-
peratures (798 and 1198 K), the growth rate exhibits a veryalmost completely covered in the low to mid temperature

range. At high temperatures, however, the surface cover- minor variation along the substrate. At mid temperatures
(998 K) where the growth process is mass diffusion con-age decreases significantly due to enhanced recombination

and desorption reactions. The numerical results reproduce trolled, the longitudinal variation of the growth rate be-
comes more important. Indeed, a larger amount of sourcethose reported in [23], except for the hydrogen species

H(G) and H(A). Indeed, only the present model includes reactants are available at the leading and trailing edges of
the substrate due to upstream or downstream diffusion.thermal diffusion which results in light species having

larger concentrations near the hot substrate and thus pre- The impact of transport algorithms on model predictions
is illustrated in Fig. 15. In this figure we present the growthdicts higher levels of hydrogen adsorption.

We next consider the influence of susceptor temperature rate which results from three different formulations for
the species diffusion velocities. The first case correspondson longitudinal growth rate uniformity. Figure 14 presents

the variation of the normalized growth rate along the sub- to the most detailed formulation: thermal diffusion is in-

FIG. 13. Predicted site fractions at the leading edge of the substrate for various susceptor temperatures. Other growth conditions as in Fig. 2.
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cluded and the flux diffusion matrix is evaluated from (14).
The second case neglects thermal diffusion. Finally, the
third case retains thermal diffusion but uses the dilution
limit (16) for the flux diffusion matrix. Figure 15 shows
that only the detailed transport formulation can accurately
describe the growth process. Thermal diffusion drives
heavy gaseous precursors away from the hot depletion
zone and thus leads to lower growth rates and carbon
incorporation levels. In the present model, the neglect of
thermal diffusion can cause overestimation of the growth
rate by 32% and of the carbon incorporation levels by 53%.
In addition, our numerical results show the relevance of
the off-diagonal diffusion coefficients in accurate CVD
modeling. The use of the dilution limit can cause overesti-
mation of the growth rate by 12% and of the carbon incor-
poration levels by 9%.

Finally, with the large number of parameters involved
in the specification of the detailed chemistry model, it is
useful to perform a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the
influence of these parameters on model predictions. Sensi-
tivity analysis can also motivate further experimental work
by providing insight into the critical reaction steps in the FIG. 15. Growth rate predictions along the substrate at the reactor

symmetry plane for three different transport models; full transportgrowth process. Our numerical results show that gas phase
(———), no thermal diffusion (– –), and dilution limit for the specieschemistry only plays a minor role in film thickness distribu-
diffusion coefficients (...).tion. For instance, the inclusion of gas phase chemical

reactions into the model only lowers the predicted average
growth rate by 3.4%. For a discussion of the influence of

[23]. As a result, the present sensitivity analysis focuses ongas phase chemistry on carbon incorporation, we refer to
the surface chemistry mechanism. We consider the activa-
tion energies of the surface reactions as parameters and we
want to study the influence of these parameters on the sur-
face production rate of the two bulk species, GaAs(b) and
GaC(b). The activation energy provides a measure of the re-
activity of the corresponding surface reaction, but other pa-
rameters in the system could have been chosen as well.

We evaluate the normalized sensitivity coefficients
RT ln V(b)

i /Ek at the leading edge of the substrate. Sensi-
tivities are presented in Table III for both bulk species
with reaction numbers referring to Table II. For gallium
arsenide, the largest sensitivity in Table III corresponds to

TABLE III

Bulk Species Sensitivities to Surface Reaction Activation
Energies (reaction numbers refer to Table II.)

GaAs(b) Reaction GaC(b) Reaction

26.0E 2 1 S22 23.0E 2 1 S30
4.7E 2 1 S29 2.7E 2 1 S11

24.6E 2 1 S5 21.8E 2 1 S29
3.4E 2 2 S30 1.8E 2 1 S5

23.0E 2 2 S11 1.5E 2 1 S22
FIG. 14. Normalized growth rate along the substrate at the reactor 21.0E 2 2 S7 3.0E 2 2 S13

symmetry plane for three susceptor temperatures; 798 K (– –), 998 K 23.4E 2 3 S13 2.4E 2 2 S1
(———), and 1198 K (...).
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surface recombination of GaCH(G)
3 and AsH(A) to form where dsi is the surface of the ith face of the wall element

and qi the corresponding heat flux from the wall element.GaAs(b) (reaction S22). It is also interesting to notice the
importance of reactions S29 and S5 corresponding, respec- The values of dsi result from the mesh spacing used to

discretize the CVD reactor, and the thickness of the quartztively, to desorption and adsorption of monomethyl-gal-
lium. The adsorption and desorption of AsH (reactions wall is set to 2.5 mm. For the outer face, the heat flux

includes radiation to the surroundings and cooling by theS11 and S30) also plays a critical role. The adsorption of
the source reactants, Ga(CH3)3 and AsH3 , is somewhat surrounding air. For the inner face, radiation from the

susceptor and conduction from the hot gases inside theless sensitive (reactions S7 and S13). For carbon incorpora-
tion, the critical steps are the desorption and adsorption of reactor are considered, while radiation to the inner part

of the reactor walls from the other facing walls is neglected.AsH and GaCH3 . The desorption reactions have a negative
sensitivity since they tend to increase the free sites at the Finally, for the four lateral faces, the heat flux corresponds

to heat conduction through the wall.surface and thus favor the two-site adsorption of the gal-
lium-carbene species. The same remark holds for reaction The inner radiation flux is expressed as
S22 which leads to the production of two free sites at the
surface. While a more extensive sensitivity analysis goes qrad,i 5 s O

j
Fj(«wT 4

w 2 «gT 4
s), (A.2)

beyond the scope of this study, it effectively emphasizes the
critical reaction steps in the surface chemistry mechanism.

where s 5 5.669 3 1025 is the Stefan–Maxwell constant
(in cgs units), the index j refers to an elementary surface5. CONCLUSIONS
of the susceptor, Fj is the configuration factor for the jth

In this paper we have derived a numerical model for element, «g is the susceptor emissivity («g 5 0.78 for a
a three-dimensional, horizontal channel, chemical vapor graphite susceptor), Ts is the susceptor temperature, «w is
deposition reactor in order to simulate gallium arsenide the wall emissivity («w 5 0.2 for quartz), and Tw is the
growth from trimethyl-gallium and arsine source reactants. local wall temperature. The evaluation of the configuration
The present model is able to reproduce several key features factor involves integration over the specific geometry of
of the CVD process, including the onset of return flows the emitting and receiving surface [45]. On the other hand,
and longitudinal rolls, the ‘‘cold finger’’ phenomenon, and the outer radiation flux is given by
the influence of susceptor temperature and trimethyl-gal-

qrad,o 5 s«w(T 4
w 2 T 4

y), (A.3)lium partial pressure on growth rate and carbon incorpora-
tion. The numerical model also shows that under the pres-

where Ty is the ambient temperature (300 K).ent operating conditions the growth rate does not depend
The cooling of the quartz wall by the surrounding air issignificantly on the details of the gas phase chemistry mech-

modeled using heat transfer coefficients that are, in turn,anism but it strongly depends on the surface chemistry. Gas
estimated from correlations [46] for natural convectionphase chemistry is, however, needed to simulate carbon
from a hot plate at uniform temperature. The heat fluxincorporation through adsorption of gallium-carbene spe-
from the wall to the surroundings is written ascies. An essential feature of the present work is also the

accurate treatment of precursor species transport in the gas
qcool 5 h(Tw 2 Ty). (A.4)phase. It is indeed critical for accurate model predictions to

use species diffusion velocities that account for both ther- The heat transfer coefficient h is expressed in terms of the
mal diffusion and multicomponent diffusion processes. In Nusselt number as
this context, a computationally effective approach is then
to use the theory of iterative transport algorithms. Nu 5 hL/lair , (A.5)

APPENDIX A: HEAT TRANSFER MODEL AT where L is a reference length given by the ratio of the
REACTOR WALLS heat transfer surface to its perimeter. The Nusselt number

is estimated using the following empirical correlations for
In this appendix we briefly describe the boundary condi- external natural convection flows,

tion used to determine the temperature on the reactor
quartz walls. We consider a wall element as illustrated in
Fig. 1. The temperature boundary condition expresses its
energy balance in the form Nu 550.68 1

0.67 Ra1/4

(1 1 (0.492/Pr)9/16)4/9 (lateral wall),

0.54 Ra1/4 (top wall),

0.27 Ra1/4 (bottom wall).O6
i51

qidsi 5 0, (A.1)
(A.6)
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12. H. K. Moffat and K. F. Jensen, J. Cryst. Growth 77, 108 (1986).The Rayleigh number is given by
13. H. K. Moffat and K. F. Jensen, J. Electrochem. Soc. 135, 459 (1988).

14. S. Rhee, J. Szekely, and O. J. Ilegbusi, J. Electrochem. Soc. 134,
Ra 5

r2
airgL3(Tw 2 Ty)

h2
airTref

Pr, (A.7) 2552 (1987).

15. J. Ouazzani and F. Rosenberger, J. Cryst. Growth 100, 545 (1990).
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The heat flux due to conduction inside the quartz wall (1989).
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819 (1989).
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(1991).

due to conduction from the hot gases inside the reactor
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